Eff.APR’2019-FTNA

8Day Shandong Flower
Appreciation Gourmet Tour
Tourist visas (single or multiple entries) may be required.
Please refer to our tour consultants for more details.

HIGHLIGHTS(Code:FTNA)
FLOWER APPRECIATION*:

 Heze Peony *Taishan Peach Blossom
*Qingdao Cherry Blossom & Plum Blossom

 Jinan Chinese Flower and more
 Yantai Yanmei Square to enjoy tulips* viewing

NO Shopping Tour
Stay in 5*hotel
Free upgrade! 2N Doubletree
by Hilton Qingdao Jimo Hotel*
Enjoy Taishan Fengshan
Ceremony Performance*
Enjoy Fruit-Picking*

(mid-end April)*All flowers appreciation arrangement match with blooming dates)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT:
Visit one of the most beautiful ancient villages in
China [Jingtang Ancient Village]
Changyu Winery Culture Museum(includes wine tasting)
Enjoy 2-way cable-car ride to Mt. Taishan
Weichai Courtyard Jinan Black Tiger Spring
World Cultural Heritage - Qufu [Confucius]

8Day Shandong Flower
(TAOF)
Appreciation Gourmet T

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

GOURMET FOOD:

 Qufu Confucian Feast Famous Snacks
SEAFOOD BUFFET + Abalone with Rice
Shandong Jiaozi (Dumplings) Feast Lu Flavor
Cantonese cuisine Chicken Flavor Heze
Peony Cuisine Farm House feast Qingdao
Fishing Feast Jiaodong flavor Zhoucun
Biscuits  Qingdao Beer & Red Wine tasting
Free Mineral Water(per person per day)
Free 2 bottle beer &coke per table

Day 1:SINGPOREJINAN(Lunch/Dinner)
Your vacation starts with a pleasant flight to Jinan, the
capital of Shandong Province. Upon arrival, proceed to
explore Daming Lake, the largest lake in the city
of Jinan. One of the city‘s main natural and cultural
landmarks, the lake is fed by the artesian karst springs of
the area. Visit Jinan Furong Old Street, which sell
snack and restaurants, it is a bustling commercial street
in Jinan. Thereafter, visit the Black Tiger Spring -the
water comes from a natural cave under the cliff and
surges out of 3 stone-carved tiger heads. Lastly, visit
Quancheng Square and Springs Sculpture, which is
the symbol of Jinan, the city of Quancheng.

D2:JINANTAIANTAISHAN(Includes 2 way
cable car ride)(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
Today, coach on to Mt. Tai (TaiShan). Enjoy a cablecar ride to Mt. Taishan which ranks first among China’s
five sacred mountains. It epitomizes splendid Chinese
culture and was listed in the World Natural and Cultural
Heritage List of UNESCO in 1987.Take a tour of tourist
attractions, such as Nantian Men Gate, Heavenly
Street, Jade Emperor Top , Daiding and Taishan
Tiandi Square. Sit back and enjoy the Famous Great
Performance, [Taishan Fengshan Ceremony ] .
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Day3:TAIANHEZE PEONYQUFU(B/L/Dinner)
After breakfast, coach on to the city famous for PeoniesHeze. Upon arrival, visit Caozhou Peony Garden, the
world’s largest peony garden with the greatest number of
different varieties. This is also the horticultural base of the
peony. Next, travel to a famous cultural city which is the
world cultural heritage and Hometown of ConfuciusQuFu;"the world's first government"-Kong Family
Mansion; it was the historical residence of the direct
descendants of Confucius in the City of Qufu.

D4:QUFUQINGZHOUWEIFANG(B/Lunch/Dinner)
Today, proceed to visit Qingzhou Ancient Village, one of
the most beautiful ancient villages in China. Thereafter ,
coach to Weifang and visit Yangjiabu Folk Arts Park. The
village houses are built in Ming Dynasty style and the town
is famous for its woodcut pictures and kites. Enjoy the
Wooden Portrait and Chinese paper cutting in the town of
Yangjiabu (Weifang). Next, visit the World Kite Museum
where you will experience the process of making kites.

D5:WEIFANGYANTAI(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
After breakfast, travel to Yantai to visit Changyu
Winery Culture Museum (includes wine tasting),also
visit the Changyu Centennial Underground Wine
Cellar. During the flowering season of April-May, you
can see different kinds of flowers such as apple
blossoms or cherry blossoms or pear blossoms along
the way. Next visit Moon Bay Park and the
Yantaishan Park ; has the most complete and densest
collection of modern foreign consulates in Asia,
overlooking the beautiful coastal scenery of Yantai Port.

D6:YANTAIQINGDAO(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
After breakfast, visit Yangma Island, the island has
beautiful scenery. Next, coach on to Qingdao to visit
Qingdao Olympic Sculpture Cultural Park; enjoy
viewing a variety of flowers such as Peach blossom,
peony and camellia bloom here. There are Olympic
global event monuments and various competitions in
the park. Next, see the Plum Blossoms in Shimeian.
Day 7:QINGDAO(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
After breakfast, see the Cherry Blossoms in ZhongShan
Park. Explore Zhanqiao Pier, a landmark of Qingdao.
Thereafter, taste traditional snacks (at your own expense)
at Firewood Yuan Food Street and visit Beifang for
specialty local products. Next, visit Qingdao Beer
Factory and enjoy Qingdao Beer tasting! Proceed to
visit Badaguan, scattered with coastal flora and fauna,
along with many varieties of trees and more than 200
exotically-styled villas. Next, visit the Wusi (May
4th)Square, view the exterior of the famous Fushan Bay
and have a glimpse of the Olympic Yacht Competition
Ground. Continue to visit Taipinjiao Garden.
DAY 8:QINGDAOSINGAPORE(Breakfast)
Transfer to the airport for your flight back to Singapore.

*Remarks: Due to unforeseen circumstances, the sequence of the itinerary
is subject to change with/without prior notice.
*Tour is conducted in Mandarin.
*English itinerary is translated from Chinese version .If there is a difference,
the Chinese itinerary will be taken as the correct version.
*Additional tour RMB550/pax : Qingdao German Government House +
Taidong Night market +Xiaoyushan (Little-Fish Hill Park)+Yantai Watches
Culture Museum + Daming Lake cruise (or Jinan moat cruise )
*Base on China local 5star hotels stay
*All flower appreciation arrangement matches blooming date & weather condition*
*All fruit picking base on seasonal at own expense
*TZ Flight includes 20kg of baggage & 7kg of hand luggage per guest, per
sector, excludes meal onboard

